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Stellar resumes tin exploration drilling at St
Dizier, North Heemskirk, Tasmania
Stellar Resources Limited is pleased to report that drilling has commenced at
the St Dizier tin project – one of a number of tin prospects located on the
Heemskirk EL, on the highly mineralised west coast of Tasmania. The initial
drilling program will comprise two diamond drill holes.
St Dizier Tin Deposit
Hard rock tin mineralisation at St Dizier was first assessed over 20 years ago
and is part of a large tin skarn horizon mapped over a distance of several
kilometres – with the better known prospects including St Dizier, Central and
Big H (see plan below).
Previous exploration testing the skarn horizon was carried out by Minops,
Placer, Renison and Aberfoyle but systematic exploration was partly hampered
by the fragmented nature of the land tenure at that time. Prior work showed the
presence of tin virtually from surface at St Dizier Central. Stellar’s current drill
program is aimed at defining a shallow open-pittable resource. The Renison tin
concentrator represents a potential source of treatment for any viable material
identified, subject to satisfactory commercial arrangements. It is anticipated
that results from the current drilling and assaying program will be available in
approximately one month.
Apart from several mining lease “windows” held by Stonehenge Metals, Stellar
Resources controls the length of this tin skarn zone.
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Other Stellar tin targets in the region include East Granville and Gourlays Creek. Permits have been
obtained for drilling to be conducted as conditions allow.
Location
The St Dizier tin skarn is favourably located some 25km north west of Zeehan adjacent to a bitumen road
with ready access. The area is not heavily forested.
Stellar holds a 100% interest in the 193km2 Heemskirk EL46/2003.
Tin Strategy
Stellar Resources holds an excellent and advanced suite of tin projects on the west coast of Tasmania. To
date little prominence has been given to these projects due to the recent lower price of tin. However,
there has been resurgence in the tin price which is now in excess of US$14,000 per tonne, with an
improved outlook for the fundamentals of the tin market.
A number of factors have now combined to allow the Board to pursue this tin strategy:
1.

On the demand side – the non-toxic nature of tin has made it an increasingly sought after
metal, due to the worldwide rise in the importance of environmental issues. For example, the
EU has now banned the use of lead in traditional lead/tin alloy solders, thus increasing the
demand for tin.

2.

The supply side capacity may be more limited than previously estimated as the known
alluvial deposits have either been exhausted or have become less accessible. Additionally,
producer nation discipline has risen to levels not previously seen. The political climate
change in some tin producing countries has also created supply side fears.

Most importantly, Stellar holds a portfolio of excellent tin prospects. Many of these are located on its
Heemskirk Licence, known as the North Heemskirk Tinfield.

The drill and exploration results reported herein, insofar as they relate to mineralisation, are based on information compiled
by Mr. C.G. Anderson (Fellow of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy) who is a Director of the Company with
more than twenty years experience in the field of activity being reported. Mr. Anderson consents to the inclusion in the report
of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears. It should be noted that the abovementioned
exploration results are preliminary.
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